COMING MEET PROFESSOR SARAH LAMB AND LEARN MORE ABOUT ANTHROPOLOGY

TALES FROM THE FIELDWORK: A NIGHT WITH SARAH LAMB, AGING AND GENDER IN INDIA

7PM-8PM BROWN 218
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16
INDIAN FOOD WILL BE SERVED

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Sarah Lamb, Professor of Anthropology, is a cultural anthropologist who studies the ways people construct their social-cultural worlds and identities, particularly surrounding aging, gender, the body, family, and nation. She critically investigates everyday life practices and experiences, medical and legal discourses, and taken-for-granted assumptions, as a means to understand both how social-cultural worlds are made, and the nature of the particular forms of aging and gender (body, nation, etc.) that people believe in. Her primary ethnographic research has been carried out in West Bengal, India and among Indian immigrants as well as older white Americans in the San Francisco and Boston areas of the United States.

ABOUT THE EVENT

Come meet anthropology professor Sarah Lamb to get a close look at her fieldwork in India on the fields of aging and gender as well as get to know more about anthropology! Indian food from Little India will be served!

Contact Anthropology Undergraduate Representatives Candice Jiang'19 candice125@brandeis.edu, Gianna Petrillo’19 gpetrillo@brandeis.edu & Yiyi Wu ’19 yyw1111@brandeis.edu if you have any questions about the event.

Event sponsored by Anthropology Department at Brandeis University